JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA T.O.187 - TELENEWS NEWSREELS
[u-bit #19200497]
18:00:13
-18:03:01

“Korea - Resistance Crumbles” -South Korean soldiers holding sign:
[sound-narration]
“Welcome To Wonsan Courtesy Of 1 Corps Rok & Capital Divisions”,
soldiers in trucks along road with telephone lines falling down, rubble of
town and buildings on fire, soldiers with rifles walking along road in
burning town, U.S. Air Force airplane landing, freed U.S. prisoners
of war exiting airplane, women from Red Cross giving cigarettes to ex
prisoners including African-American soldier on way to ambulance bus,
nurses helping soldiers write letters home, market scenes in Seoul

18:03:01
-18:03:55

“New York - Truman At U.N.” - on fifth birthday of United Nations
[sound-with
President Truman standing at podium about to speak to General
narration]
Assembly with view of some delegates applauding, Truman speaking
into microphones: “...The Only Course That Peace Loving Nations Can
Take In The Present Situation Is To Create The Armaments Needed
To Make The World Secure Against Aggression”

18:03:55
-18:05:24

“Berlin - The Bell Of Freedom” - ten ton bell given by U.S. to
[sound-narration]
Germany being loaded onto truck and transported and hoisted up tower
at City Hall, General Lucias G. Clay arriving at airport with crowd
watching being greeted by General Maxwell Taylor and mayor of Berlin,
Clay speaking into microphones, bell hanging in tower

18:05:24
18:05:29

18:07:01
-18:07:55

“News In Brief”
[sound-narration]
Canadian aircraft carrier docked at Oslo, Norway, children and adults filing
aboard on gangplank, children looking at airplanes and swivel gun, sailors
signing up to give blood, admiral laying in bed with nurses taking his blood
cars packed into St. Peters Square in Rome, Pope Pious XII waving to
crowd while being carried in chair through street
yacht of Egyptian King Farouk docked at San Remo on Italian Riviera,
MCS king standing with group of men
food and drinks arriving at table on model electric train in Sweden, people
serving themselves and eating

18:07:55
-18:08:42

“New York - Diamond Fashions” - women modeling jewelry sitting at
table and on sofa at fashion show, one model wearing low cut dress

18:08:42
-18:10:48

“Election Special” “Key State: Ohio” - poster of Senator Robert A.
[sound-with
Taft in window of Republican headquarters, man with poster coming
narration]
out of Democratic headquarters, CS W. D. Wycoff speaking about
Taft: “The People Of Ohio Feel That Senator Taft Should Not Be Retained In
Office Because He Is More Or Less Nothing But Against...”,Taft sitting in
chair at home speaking: “...The Refusal To Defend Korea Which Actually
Brought On The Korean War...” (1950?)
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18:06:20
18:06:39

[sound-narration]
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18:10:48
-18:12:02

“New York - Red Terror Exposed” - two men sitting at desk behind
[sound-with
sign: “International Rescue Committee”, German head of
narration]
anti-Communist organization being interviewed about Soviet zone
concentration camps: “...They Didn’t Get Enough To Eat. If They Didn’t
Perish In The First Year Then They Perished In The Second...”

18:12:02
-18:13:20

“Truman - Mid-Pacific Meeting - Mac Arthur” - Truman departing
[sound-narration]
from airplane on military base on Wake Island and greeted by General
MacArthur, aviation shack where they held discussion, photographers,
MacArthur standing with General Bradley, Truman reading from piece of
paper into microphones, Truman pinning medal onto MacArthur’s chest,
Truman waving hat as he enters airplane to leave

18:13:20
-18:14:58

“San Francisco - Truman Reports” - Truman speaking into
[sound-with
microphones to audience after return from meeting with MacArthur:
narration]
“...If The Soviet Union Really Wants Peace It Can Prove It By Lifting
The Iron Curtain...”

18:14:58
-18:17:32

“Indo-China Report” - meeting in Washington D. C. with France
[sound-narration]
asking for loan to finance the troops around the world, man with movie
camera in room filming meeting, bridge over river in outposts in Indo-China,
town behind barbed wire fence, Indo-Chinese carrying weapons, French
flag flying over town, Chinese? flag flying over town, Ho Chi-Minh off
airplane and being greeted by French military men?, Emperor Bao Dai
touching round objects on platters being brought to him, native people,
Bao Dai wearing sun glasses sitting in chair, wing of flying airplane, CS
French general, troops walking through jungle, troops firing machine
guns, rifles and artillery, prisoners walking with arms raised in the air,
village huts on fire, soldiers walking with dead pig hanging from pole,
soldier tearing down Ho Chi-Minh sign on tree, photos of Ho Chi-Minh
in hut

18:17:32
-18:18:03

“Korea - Final Phase” - CSs Turkish troops replacing United Nations
troops, man kissing military man on cheek, troops on train, troops
waving at train

[sound-narration]

18:18:03
-18:19:16

“Korea - Marines At Ease” - cameraman smoking cigarette while
packing camera, trucks, sign: “Korean Chemical Fertilizer Co”,
Marines in line getting food and eating off tin plates, one Marine
eating with chop sticks, mess gear being cleaned with streaming
hot water, Marines writing letters and relaxing in barracks, Marines
riding on rail hand car, playing marbles

[sound-narration]
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18:19:16
-18:21:37
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“Berlin - Communist ‘Elections’” - giant electric sign board in West
[sound-narration]
Berlin constructed to be seen in Soviet sector to give uncensored news,
CS men on sign, people in street looking up, item flashed at night on
sign about General MacArthur’s troops in North Korea, ballot boxes in
West Berlin for East Berliners to vote, men carrying bags of ballots off
truck and into City Hall, CS bundles of ballots on floor, woman counting
ballots, CS letter in German, voters in iron curtain country, photographers

18:21:37
-18:22:55

“Five By Five” - Dion? quintuplets arriving in New York and kissing
ring of Francis Cardinal Spellman?, being escorted through crown at
Grand Central Station / clowns at party for DeLahanty? quintuplets
from Argentina, puppet show, boy and girl dancing

18:22:55
-18:25:03

“Football - Army Takes Michigan” - cadets coming off field at Yankee [sound-with
Stadium, crowd shots, MCSs game action with Army winning 27-6
narration]

18:25:03
18:25:23

“Revolt On U.S. Soil” - LS town in Puerto Rico, street scenes
[sound-with
“The Beginning” - guard outside prison in San Juan, crowd in street,
narration]
CSs captured criminals after trying to escape, CS guard with rifle, CS
[also see 1P09
guard with machine gun, CS prisoner lighting and smoking cigarette,
22:45:08-22:45:23]
“The First Attempt” - demonstration on street in Puerto Rico, dead
would be assassins of Puerto Rica governor laying on street outside
executive palace with bullet holes in United Nations flag, man with rifle
riding in Red Cross ambulance
“Incident At Blair House” - crowd outside Blair House, stills of dead
men who tried to assassinate Harry Truman, men cleaning up blood on
street outside Truman’s temporary residence, Truman appearing at
ceremony at Arlington Cemetery, attempted assassins family members
in FBI car hiding faces from cameras, neighbor of assassin speaking
about assassination attempt: “...This Reflects On U. S. Puerto Ricans
For These Mad Men...”, crowd applauding, Truman being greeted by
officials on trip to Puerto Rico
“The Clean-Up” - National Guard troop arresting rebels in Puerto Rican
town, CS soldier aiming rifle, cameraman crouching in street filming
arrested rebels, CS wife of rebel leader holding rosary, crowd around
dead rebels in street, CS son of rebel looking at his dead father in street,
devastation of buildings (1951)

18:26:14

18:27:03

18:29:49

-18:33:31

[sound-narration]

18:33:31
-18:34:54

“Czechoslovakia - Molotov Reappears” - ex Soviet Foreign Minister
[sound-narration]
Molotov getting off airplane in Czechoslovakia for conference,
exterior of government building, meeting of eastern European foreign
ministers including CSs of representatives from Albania, Bulgaria,
Poland and woman from Romania Anna Palka?, delegated in line shaking
hands with Molotov
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18:34:54

“News In Brief”

[sound-narration]

18:34:58

18:35:42

18:36:14

18:37:00

-18:37:20

18:37:20
-18:40:52
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exterior of synagogue with cars and pedestrians in foreground,
pall bearers carrying Al Jolson’s coffin past crowd and
photographers on sidewalk into synagogue for funeral service,
actor Charles Coburn...then Jolson’s brother Harry...then Jolson’s
twenty-four year old wife walking past crowd into synagogue,
crying women with handkerchiefs leaving synagogue, crowd
watching pall bearers carrying out coffin
nomads in Spanish Morocco riding on camels, wing of airplane
arriving, five army officers standing on landing strip, native
musicians playing for arrival of Generalisimo Franco and his wife,
CS Franco saluting nomads with rifles riding on camels with flag
in foreground, MCS Franco saluting with his wife by his side
testing of U. S. Navy’s underground camera - two men adjusting
camera, man moving camera underwater, frogmen with tanks
of air on their backs jumping into water, men spearing underwater
animals, man filming with underwater camera
Navy man and man in wheelchair filling out their ballot for election
of American dream girl, CS PAN of woman in bathing suit wearing
sash: “New York State Dream Girl”, woman holding sash and soldier
putting a military hat on her head
(1950)

“A King Is Dead” <views from the life of Swedish King Gustav V
upon his death in 1950>
CS king wearing eye glasses, dark scene of cameramen filming
Gustav V meeting with Eleanor Roosevelt, procession in 1907
for Gustav V becoming king, Gustav V in horse-drawn carriage
during visit with Russian Czar in St. Petersburg, presenting prize to
competitor on horse during Olympic games in 1912, shaking hands
with president of France in 1914, families and soldiers by train during
WWI, MCS Gustav V wearing top hat talking with other men in
grandstands?, leading parade on horseback in 1928 with crowd waving,
shaking hands with Edward VIII and George VI of England in 1932,
posing with niece Astra?, with King Leopold of Belgium getting into
auto, Gustav V playing doubles match at tennis and receiving trophy,
eighty year Gustav V greeting other eighty year old countrymen and
women, eighty year old Gustav V on horseback reviewing troops,
playing gin rummy at card table, on couch embroidering, with his son
Gustav VI, Swedish flag, four year old Prince Carl Gustav saluting,
CSs Gustav V wearing eye glasses

[sound-narration]

T.O.187 -518:40:52
-18:45:27

“State Of Emergency” - President Truman sitting at desk speaking to
nation: “I Have Issued A Proclamation Declaring That A National

[sound-with
narration]
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Emergency Exists...Workers Will Be Called Upon To Work More
Hours...”, intertitle: “ Without The Miracle Of American Production
The Allies Would Never Have Won World War II - Joseph Stalin”,
freezing Marines standing by Chinese structure during march to the
sea, CS Marine smoking cigarette, wounded Marine laying on stretcher
being interviewed and speaking into microphone: “...Before We Got
There We Were Ambushed By Chinese With Machine Guns...”,
wounded being loaded into airplane, Marine being interviewed and
speaking into microphone: “...To The Best Of Our Knowledge There
Was Not A Wounded Man Left On The Hills...”

18:45:27
-18:47:11

“Eisenhower Recalled” airplane landing in Brussels, Secretary of
State Dean Acheson exiting airplane and getting into car for meeting
of North Atlantic Council, flags, delegates meeting at large table,
movie cameraman filming, MCSs delegates, CS Acheson at table,
Christmas lights and neon signs in downtown Brussels at night,
dancers in floor show in night club

18:47:11
18:47:16

“People On The News”
Director of Defense Mobilization Charles E. Wilson speaking while
sitting at desk: “Make No Mistake. We Shall Be Sorely Tried. We
Must Not, We Shall Not Be Found Wanting”
General Woo? from Mainland China leaving New York at airport,
many of his packages being loaded onto airplane, Woo waving to
cameramen, walking up stairs to airplane
African-American Ralph J. Bunch receiving Nobel Prize at Oslo
University
end title: “The End - The Telenews Digest”

18:47:40
18:48:20
-18:48:53

[sound-narration]

[sound-narration]

T.O.187 -618:48:57
-18:55:25

“A Telenews Report” - “Arms For Germany?”
soldiers marching and tanks in parade, two West German policemen
walking on street, CS police insignia on uniform, CS policeman

[sound-with
narration]
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in office loading pistol and signing document, man on street interviews
in Germany: “... We Shouldn’t Like To Have A New Army...”, “...I
Don’t Like Any Army...”, interviewer waving bystanders away from
view of camera, man on the street interviews in Paris: “...If Germans
Would Build A Strong Army And Another Hitler Came Into Power...”,
“...Should Be Strong Enough To Defend Themselves In Case They
Are Attacked Without The Help Of Germany”, “...If You Are Sure They
Are On Your Side It Is Good As Possible To Give Them Gun But It Is
Not Certainly”, meeting of western nations in Washington, German
troops in formation standing at attention, MSC officer shouting orders,
LS Kremlin, buildings, crowd of people in street, man sitting on while
working on giant bell in tower, interview of Air Force pilot” “...They
Seem To Realize That We Will Not Follow Them Across The Border...”,
some of many Communist prisoners who had surrendered

18:55:25
18:55:28
18:55:54
-18:56:18

18:56:18
18:56:22
18:56:56

18:57:33
-18:58:07

18:58:07
-18:59:31

“People In The News”
Communist boss Murice Torrez? on stretcher being loaded onto
airplane bound for Moscow for treatment of paralysis
retiring U.S. Ambassador to England Louis Douglas with patch over
left eye standing outside building with wife and Mr. And Mrs. Ernie
Bevan

[sound-narration]

“News Briefs”
[sound-narration]
aftermath of airplane crash in Alps - mutilated bodies of pilgrims after
visit with Pope being packed in blankets on side of mountain, sled with
remains of body sliding down slope, church, people at funeral
arrest of Communists in Philippines - prisoners marching in street,
LA guard with machine gun on tower wall, prisoners being frisked,
CSs rebel leaders and young woman, money and weapons of rebels
seized by authorities
election in Israel - street scene, signs and posters on buildings, immigrants
voting, building

“New York - Toy Train Mystery” - older men playing with toy electric
train, CSs train around track, train going into tunnel but delayed on
coming out, tunnel being lifted to reveal circular track underneath

[sound-narration]
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18:59:31
-19:02:59

“Retreat To #38th Parallel” - trucks and tanks crossing bridge with sign: [sound-narration]
“You Are Now Crossing 38th Parallel”, and hand written sign by soldier:
“Compliments Of Red China”, B26 bombers flying in air, CS pilot in
cockpit, bomb bay door opening and bombs falling out, AERIAL of bombs
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exploding on ground, view from cockpit of machine gun fire streaming
toward ground / F84 Thunder jets being serviced in Florida, ingredients of
napalm bombs being hosed into tank, bomb being attached under wing of
airplane, pilot in cockpit putting on his helmet, jets flying by with much
exhaust smoke being released, bombs being released onto field from low
flying jet, billowing smoke from fire of bombs / voice over of Indian
delegate over image of delegates at meeting of United Nations: “...The
Peking Government Did Not Want A War With The United Nations...”,
Indian soldiers off ship to help United Nations cause in Korea

19:02:59
-19:05:40

“Korea - Flight From Communists” - AERIAL of North Koreans
[sound-narration]
fleeing from Chinese Army, CSs people with belongings on road,
people on overcrowded train with U.S. explosives, Communist prisoners
crouching on ground with hands tied during light snow with guards
holding rifles and jeeps in background, troops from Thailand learning
to drive jeep - U.S. soldier pointing to circled letters on jeep as Thai
soldiers look on, CS soldier at wheel, CS tire spinning, soldiers
practicing on rifle range <some scratches>

19:05:40
19:05:45
19:06:09
19:06:36

“News From Abroad”
Prime Minister Clement Attlee arriving at London airport
CSs amphibious tanks given to French for fighting in Indo-China
cases of Champaign being loaded onto ship for transport to French
troops in Indo-China
president of Finland giving composer Jean Sibelius the Sibelius
award for outstanding contribution to music during the year
riots by torch light in Berlin with signs reading get rid of Krauss,
crowd angry at ex-Nazi Werner Krauss upon his exit from theatre
after his performance to his car

19:06:59
19:07:32
-19:08:05

[sound-narration]

T.O.187 -819:08:05
19:08:08
19:08:47

“News Briefs”
runners in Israel carrying torches from graves of Maccabess to home
of President Chaim Weizmann, Jews lighting candles for holiday of
festival of light
houses in flood near Lyon, France, CSs men pulling oars in rowboat,

[sound-narration]

-09:10:48
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homeless families, cat scampering up ladder, men loading bread into
bag, women with bicycles on makeshift bridge
students lifting border barrier between France and Germany at Alsace?
to protest borders between nations
“Italy - Mt. Etna Erupts!” - AERIAL of white and black smoke issuing
from volcano, people watching lava falling down mountain, boys and
chickens in deserted street, women praying to Saint Anthony for
assistance, man and boy pulling cow on rope through street

19:10:48

“New York -Fashions For Men!” <title only>

19:10:51
-19:11:59

“Sports World - Noor Wins Gold Cup” - horses out of the gate
and around first turn at Hollywood Park, CS Betty Hutton urging
on her horse, horses down the back stretch to the finish with Noor
beating out Palestinian by a link

[sound-narration]

19:11:59
-19:13:05

“Sports World - ‘Sugar Ray’ On KO Tour” - Robinson fighting Luke
Vandamme? in Brussels, crowd watching, Vandamme hit with low
blow then Robinson knocking him out

[sound-narration]
[also on 1S12
09:16:44-09:17:47]

19:13:05

“Korea - Escape!” - tanks and troops in epic march to sea during
winter, airplanes dropping napalm bombs on hillside

[sound-narration]

19:14:11
-19:14:33

jeep getting stuck crossing icy stream

19:14:33

soldiers on trucks, troops up hillside for
hand to hand battle with Communists, troops firing machine guns,
captured enemy soldiers, dead bodies being dragged in snow,
wounded soldier being carried on stretcher, man reading from bible?
by dead bodies
new commander of Eight Army General Matthew Ridgway being
decorated with medal in Argentina
General Walker accepting United Nations flag

19:09:25
19:09:41

19:16:58
19:17:10
-19:17:31
19:17:31
-19:19:05

“Vatican - Pope Ends Holy Year” - Pope Pious XII during ceremony
on Christmas eve to bring holy year to a close - large crowd outside
St. Peters church, pope blessing sacred bricks and places first brick
to seal door to St. Peters, congregation singing in church

[sound-with
narration]
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19:19:05
-19:19:57

“Berlin - ‘Greetings’ For Stalin” - gift for Stalin’s 71 st birthday
of barbed wire wreath being taken to post office and addressed
in West Berlin to protest Soviet police state methods

[sound-narration]

19:19:57
-19:22:27

“When The A-Bomb Hit” - PAN across remains of Hiroshima in
1945 after bombing, priest in New York in 1950 being interviewed

[sound-with
narration]
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about his experience of being in Hiroshima during bombing
19:22:27

“Death-Camp Weapon” - delegates of Soviet peace conference
visiting Auschwitz Concentration Camp, people placing large wreath
‘Witch of Buchenwald’ Ilsakoff? being tried in Germany for murders
in concentration camp
refugees in crowded dock by boat, U.S. flag being held over refugee
family being filmed by still cameramen, CS mother crying on being
in United States, displaced persons getting off train in station, refugees
from concentration camps eating meal at table, CS woman’s face

[sound-narration]

19:25:30
-19:26:43

“Germany - Fritzi The Wild Boar” - man playing with boar in snow,
boar walking into house, boar drinking from bottle of coke, boar
taking food out of woman’s mouth, boar eating on couch, laying on
floor, being brushed with broom

[sound-narration]

19:26:43
-19:27:47

“Norway - Ski Stars” - many skiers jumping in competition

[sound-narration]

19:27:47
-19:29:22

“Sports World - Browns Win NFL Title” - football game action with
Cleveland Browns playing Los Angeles Rams, crowd, Otto Graham
passing for touchdown, crowd applauding, Rams scoring touchdown
after Motley fumble, Lou Groza kicking field goal to win
championship game
end title “The End - The Telenews Digest”

[sound-narration]

19:23:18
19:24:08
-19:25:30

